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Related Article of Istanbul Kültür University Graduate Education and Examination Regulation:  
ARTICLE 29 – (1) A student in the Master with Thesis program writes the outcomes obtained in compatible with the spelling rules 

approved by the senate and defends his/her thesis in the presence of jury.  
(2) Before the defense of the Master thesis and after completing correction for the thesis given ‘needs correction’, the student completes 

the thesis and submits it to his/her supervisor. The supervisor submits the thesis to the institute with his/her opinion that the thesis is defensible. 
The Institute receives a plagiarism software program report and sends it to the supervisor and jury members. In case a real plagiarism is detected 
in the data in the report, the thesis is sent to the board of directors of the institute with its justification to make a decision. 

(3) The master thesis jury is appointed with the recommendation of the supervisor and the head of Institute Department/Art Major and 
the approval of the board of directors of the institute. The jury consists of three or five faculty members, one of them being the thesis supervisor 
of the student and at least one of them from outside the University. If the jury consists of three people, the second thesis supervisor cannot be a 
jury member. 

(4) Upon completion of the thesis, the student submits the requested number of copies of the thesis to the thesis supervisor. The 
supervisor sends the copies of the thesis to the relevant institute through the department/art major/science/art branch/program with his/her 
written statement about the compliance of the thesis with the writing rules. 

(5) The jury members meet in seven days at the earliest and in one month at the latest from the date of submission of the thesis and the 
student is taken to thesis exam. The thesis exam consists of the presentation of the thesis and a question and answer session. Thesis defense 
meetings are open to the participation of instructors, graduate students, and field experts. 

(6) After the completion of the thesis exam, the jury decides on acceptance, rejection or correction for the thesis by absolute majority. 
This decision is notified to the related institute within three days following the thesis exam by the head of Institute Department/Art Major.  

(7) The student whose dissertation is rejected is dismissed from the university.  
(8) The student who is given a correction for the thesis should make the necessary corrections within three months at the latest and 

defend his/her thesis in front of the same jury. The student who is unsuccessful in this defense is dismissed from the University. 
(9) The student whose thesis is rejected is given a master's degree without thesis upon request provided that he/she has fulfilled the 

course credit load, project writing, and similar requirements of the master's program without thesis. 


